In our final unit, we will look at the big picture. First, within a program, the “big picture” means how the program flows from line to line during its execution. We’ll also see some of the coolest and most advanced features of modern languages. Then, for an even bigger picture, we’ll examine some of the legal issues and options involve with creating and sharing source code and programs. You will see some of the guiding principles of the open-source software movement, as well as a few unexpected consequences having to do with programming language implementations.

1 Control Flow

We’ve talked about many different aspects of computer programs in some detail - functions, scopes, variables, types. But how does a running program move between these different elements? What features control the path of a program’s execution through the code?

These features are what constitutes the control flow in a programming language, and different languages support different methods of control flow.

The concept of control flow in very early computer languages, and in modern assembly languages, is termed “unstructured” programming and consists only of sequential execution and branches (i.e., goto statements).

More modern programming languages feature the control structures that you have come to know and love: selection (if/else and switch statements), iteration (while, for, and for/each loops), and recursion (function calls).

1.1 Unstructured programming

The most basic control flow method is so ingrained in our understanding of how programs work that you might not even notice it: Sequencing is the process by which control flows continually to the next instruction. This comes from the earliest programs, which is still seen in assembly languages today with the program counter (address of the next instruction) that automatically gets incremented by 1 at each execution step.

In most programming languages, sequencing happens automatically without any special instructions. However, some functional languages in particular require special constructs to indicate that control flow should be sequential in some part. In Scheme, for example, recall the begin statement that did exactly this.

Besides sequencing, the other primary component of unstructured programming is branching, or GOTO statements. These again come from machine code instructions to either jump directly to another place in the program, or conditionally jump, based on the value of some certain register.

GOTOs have been largely superseded today by their structured-programming variants, However, the statement is still supported by C++ and may even be useful at times. In class, we looked at the example problem of printing the contents of a vector, separated by commas. The standard approach would be to have an extra test and print the first or last element outside of the main loop, like:

```cpp
vector<int> v;
// ... v gets filled ...
if (v.size() > 0) cout << v[0];
int i = 1
```
while (i < v.size()) {
    cout << ",/uni2423" << v[i];
    ++i;
}

This works, but has a stylistic shortcoming: the code to print out vector elements is now duplicated on two separate lines. If we wanted to, for example, change this code to print to a file instead of cout, one of the two required changes might be missed.

To avoid that problem, we could also solve the problem like this:

```cpp
vector<int> v;
// ... v gets filled ...
int i = 0
while (i < v.size()) {
    if (i > 0) cout << ",/uni2423";
    cout << v[i];
    ++i;
}
```

the disadvantage here is that an extra check for whether i is greater than 0 is required at every loop iteration. There are a few other ways to solve this problem, but here is an alternative using a goto:

```cpp
vector<int> v;
// ... v gets filled ...
int i = 0
if (i < v.size()) goto middle;
while (i < v.size()) {
    cout << ",/uni2423";
middle:    cout << v[i];
    ++i;
}
```

Observe that the goto jumps into the middle of the loop. This solution seems to have neither shortcoming of previous approaches, although it may look somewhat awkward if you’re not used to seeing GOTO statements in C++!

The point here is that GOTOs can be useful sometimes. However, they can also be very easily misused, and this is why they have somewhat fallen out of favor with many computer scientists. In class, we saw a big example of “spaghetti code”, so named because all the GOTO links in the code form a confusing mess that is very difficult to decipher, understand, or debug. The basic problem is that code laced with numerous GOTOs can be very hard to maintain and to understand, making such programs unusable for large-scale projects.

### 1.2 Basic structured programming

In 1968, Edsger Dijkstra published a ground-breaking article titled “GOTO Statement Considered Harmful”. You can actually read the entire article at this link. This short “letter to the editor” launched a whole change in the programming landscape, ushering in a new era of structured programming (as opposed to the unstructured GOTOs) that persists today. Dijkstra’s main complaint was the proliferation of unorganized, unmaintainable spaghetti code like we mentioned above. So what’s the alternative?

**Structured programming** consists of selection, iteration, and function calls (supporting recursion). I think you already know quite a bit about these, so I’m not going to spend much more time here. You should be aware that all of these are converted by compilers into GOTOs and branches in machine code, so the basic speed of structured programs doesn’t necessarily have to suffer, although they will have advantages like proper scoping that can lead to greater code maintainability and reuse. Hooray!

The switch statement is an example of a structured programming construct that, at least in C/C++, is just a dressed-up GOTO statement. For example, the print-with-commas code above can be re-written as:
vector<int> v;
// ... v gets filled ...
int i = 0
switch(v.empty()) {
    while (i < v.size()) {
        cout << endl;
        case false :
            cout << v[i];
            ++i;
        } 
    case true :
}

Check to make sure you understand how this works for an empty vector, a one-element vector, or a three-element vector. Pretty cool, huh? This is sometimes called a “dirty switch” because of the way the cases are interleaved with another control structure (in this case, a while loop). But I like it anyway!

1.3 Advanced programming structures

If statements, loops, and functions were already well-understood by the time Dijkstra wrote his influential article in 1968. Since then, there have been a few more new concepts in control flow for programming languages. These are seen in more modern program languages.

First, consider the problem of looping over all the elements of a collection. For example, maybe we want to write a function sum that adds up all the integers in some data structure. The question is, how can we write this function once and have it work for any data structure?

**Iterators**

One solution to this is a special data structure called an iterator. An iterator is a kind of interface that allows for moving over all the elements in a collection: it needs to allow for getting the next element in sequence, and for indicating when there is no next element (when the collection has been exhausted).

C++ solves this problem by making an iterator an abstraction of a pointer type, so it supports incrementing with the ++ operator, and dereferencing with the * operator. You have used C++ iterators in your labs, so you should know what these look like; see this page for some more exciting details.

In Java, there is an actual Iterator interface that has an `next()` method to get the next element, and a `hasNext()` method to tell whether we are at the end of the collection yet.

Python is fairly similar to Java: any iterator type must implement a special method called `__next__()` that returns the next element. Python differs slightly in that the end of a collection is specified by raising a special exception called StopIteration, which doesn’t require a separate method call.

**For-each loops**

Both Java and Python support another relatively new control-flow feature: the for-each loop. This is a loop that goes over every element in some collection, assigning each one to the same variable name and executing the body of the loop. For example, here’s Python code to sum all the integers in some collection:

```python
# Assume c is some collection, like a list or a dictionary
total = 0
for item in c:
    total += item
print(total)
```

The Java version is only slightly more verbose:

```java
Collection<Integer> c;
int total = 0;
for (int item : c) {
```
total += item;
}
System.out.println(total);

How do you think these work? That’s right, iterators! In Python, the special function __iter__() has to return an iterator object for any collection; in Java it’s called iterator(). So this amazing-looking for-each loop is really just calling an iterator, but doing all the annoying work of getting the iterator, assigning each element to the name item, and checking when the iterator is empty, so you don’t have to. How nice!

1.4 Generics

As we have seen, many of the more recent developments in programming languages have to do with programmer convenience: making it easier to write more maintainable code, and to avoid the need to copy the same chunks of code between different places in your program. Another development in this direction is the use of generic code.

This term has slightly different meanings depending on who you ask, but by generic code we mean code that can be used in an identical way to handle many different types. A simple example is a “min” function that takes two arguments and returns whichever one is smaller. What generic code helps us avoid is the need to write different versions of “min” for every different type of thing we might want to compare. Let’s see how we could do this in a few different languages.

In Scheme, it’s pretty darn easy:

(define (min a b)
  (if (< a b)
      a
      b))

The reason it’s so simple in Scheme is that there are no declared types, and no static (compile-time) type checking. This basically makes all code generic code! The min function above can be used to find the smaller of two things, no matter what their types are, as long as the less-than operator works.

Of course it won’t always be quite so simple. Here’s a generic min in C++ using templates:

```cpp
template<class T>
T min(T a, T b) {
    if (a < b) return a;
    else return b;
}
```

C++ definitely does have declared types and static-time type checking. So how does that work? What C++ templates do is create copies of the code in question. In this case, at compile-time, multiple copies of the min function written above will be made for every type T that min gets called on! So for example, if our code uses min to compare ints sometimes, and to compare strings some other times, then at compile-time there will be two min functions created: one for ints, and one for strings. This is why it’s called “template” programming: all we are really writing is a template for the code that’s going to get generated by the compiler.

The C++ template approach to allowing generics by code generation is an extremely powerful feature - in fact, whole books have been written on the subject of template programming in C++! This is a form of metaprogramming, because it’s telling the compiler to write new code for you, and then to compile that code that it just wrote! The downside is that there is a potential for “code bloat”, where the size of the executable could get really large if the C++ template mechanism has to generate many, many copies of different classes and functions for the various template type parameters. Fortunately, this won’t happen if you only use templates in the simple way shown above. But believe me, it’s possible!

The “Java way” of getting generic code looks very similar to the C++ approach:

```java
static <T extends Comparable<T>> T min(T a, T b) {
    if (a.compareTo(b) < 0) return a;
    else return b;
}
```
(Note that the Comparable interface is what specifies the compareTo function. This is necessary because Java doesn’t allow you to overload operators like <.) So Java uses angle brackets and type names just like C++ templates. Are they the same “under the hood”? Somewhat surprisingly, Java generics are completely different from C++ templates.

The way Java deals with the issue is much simpler: at compile-time, all the type checking is done according to the template parameters, filling in a name like T for whatever type the function is being called on. This is similar to C++, but where they differ is that Java does not make any copies of the generic method or class. Instead, after doing the static type checking, the Java compiler does something called type erasure; basically, all of the template types like T revert back to Object, which you know is the super-class of every type in Java. So at run-time, there is only a single copy of any generic class or method, and it has Object types instead of T (or whatever else the generic type was called). This is only possible because Java actually has the class hierarchy where Object is the superclass of everything, unlike C++.

The advantages to Java’s approach are that it is simpler and “cleaner” to implement, it makes the compiler run faster, and (importantly) it can never make the size of the compiled code “bloat” up too much. But the fact that no code generation occurs also limits the capabilities. For example, Java generics do not allow one to create new instances of the generic type. The reason is that something like making a new instance requires that type to be known at run-time. But with Java generics, the type information is erased at run-time, making that kind of thing impossible!

So in summary, there are 3 options for getting generic code in a language:

- If there are no declared types and no static type checking (like in Scheme), generic code is never any problem, and doesn’t require any special syntax.
- In a language like C++, code generation (through C++ templates) can make copies of the generic code at compile-time. This is extremely powerful and can allow you to do almost anything, but can be somewhat difficult to get right, and in nasty cases can also lead to very large executable files.
- In a language like Java, type erasure allows the generic types to be checked at compile-time, but still only have a single copy of the method or class in the compiled file. This results in smaller code and less confusing errors, but lacks some of the advanced functionality of template programming.

In the slides, we also looked at how to make generic classes in C++ and Java, specifically via a simple linked list class. Have a look!

2 Software Licenses

Whoever writes a piece of code owns it; only they have the power to compile, run, and share that code. Often, they want to grant some other people permissions as well. That’s where software licenses come in.

Specifically, the author or owner of a piece of software might want to let others do the following with it:

- **Use**: This is the most basic right. It says that you can run the compiled software on your own machine, as often as you wish.
- **Distribute**: You can make copies of the software and hand them out to others, which nowadays usually means put it on your website for others to download.
- **Inspect**: The source code of the software is available to be perused. This means that someone can tell how the software actually works.
- **Modify**: Said source code can be changed to make a new or related piece of software, or it can be used as a subcomponent in another piece of software.
- **Redistribute**: Any modifications can be independently published or handed out.
- **Sublicience**: The terms of the original licence can be changed by any redistributor. Notably, you can make a modification, and then sell it, even if the original licence specified that the software was free.
There are more “rights” or “privileges” that might be granted with a piece of software, but this is a good start. Of course you know that not every piece of software comes with all these rights! Most don’t, in fact.

And even if they do, there might be certain “restrictions” attached, such as:

- **Payment**: You can only use the software if you pay money for it.  
- **Reverse engineering**: Any user promises not to even try to inspect it. Yes, this is a restriction that exists on many pieces of commercial software!  
- **Attribution**: If you modify and redistribute the software, you have to give credit to the original authors  
- **Copyleft**: If you modify and redistribute the software, you must license your software with the same license as the original. To point, if a piece of free, open-source software has a “copyleft” restriction, then it can’t be used as part of a commercial, closed-source program that is sold for profit.

Wow, that’s a lot of different options when it comes to software! And this is just a rough summary - there are many more fine details that can (and have been!) considered when it comes to releasing software into the world.

If the options seem overwhelming when considering your next software project that you want to publish, don’t dismay. Many have trod this road before you! Here are some of the most common kinds of licences that get used nowadays.

In the first category are *closed-source software programs*. Closed-source just means that the source code is kept secret, only for the original developers or owners to see. Here are the common licencing options.

- Paid-for programs like Microsoft Office and AutoCAD fall under the category of *proprietary*, or *commercial* software licenses. They generally have minimal permissions, and maximal restrictions. Basically, you can use the software, but not distribute or inspect it, and only then if you yourself have paid for it.  
- A slight lessening is seen in *shareware* and *freeware* programs such as WinZip or iTunes. You can download full or partial versions of these programs for free online. Sometimes you can even turn around and redistribute them on your own website if you want. But the source code is still not made available, so inspection, modification, and the like are still not possible.

The second category, as you might guess, are *open-source* software programs. This is also called “free software” (which doesn’t just mean that you don’t have to pay for it). These developers have decided to publish the source code along with their program for anyone to see. But there are still a number of choices to be made. Here are the most common two options:

- **GPL (Gnu Public Licence)** is the free software license used by the GNU/Linux operating system, and championed by the Free Software Foundation. This is the open-source license for the activist: it is completely free software, that anyone can use, inspect, modify, and redistribute, but it comes with the *copyleft* restriction. That means that you can’t use GPL software in your own program, then turn around and re-sell it.  
- **Permissive licenses** is the general term for open-source licenses that don’t have the copyleft restriction. Sometimes they still require *attribution* (i.e., “give me credit”), but usually not much else. The most famous example is the BSD (Berkley Standard Distribution) license that was created for the first free version of the Unix operating system. This license is more about getting your code out there, not about spreading the cause of free software. It can be used by and even just repackaged in a commercial, closed-source, must-pay version.

You should definitely look at some web sites like the [Open Source Initiative](http://opensource.org) and the [Free Software Foundation](http://fsf.org) and check out all the free, open-source licenses there are. There are many options to make your code free, depending on what you want for yourself and for the community of open-source developers.

There are also many thorny legal issues involved with all this. For example, you might like to read some of these articles:

- [http://news.cnet.com/torvalds-no-gpl-3-for-linux/2100-7344_3-6031504.html](http://news.cnet.com/torvalds-no-gpl-3-for-linux/2100-7344_3-6031504.html)  
- [https://www.eff.org/cases/vernor-v-autodesk](https://www.eff.org/cases/vernor-v-autodesk)

See, aren’t you glad you aren’t in training to be a lawyer?